


C:\HA2 – Networking

An exploration of network technology for games

Lecturer: Jacco Bikker  – IGAD Year 2007/2008
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"The goal is to explore the field of networking in games. 
The course is strictly an introduction. After six lectures, 
the students have some hands-on experience with networking 
middleware. They are aware of topics like handling of data 
loss (particularly: motion prediction), efficient use of 
bandwidth, and network security.“

J. Bikker, 2007AD



Most games are networked

Fantom Overdrive & Blue Teeth

Fake networking

Something of everything

Reading course

The real problems: Security

Speed / lag

Bandwidth

Motion prediction

Massive amounts

Software engineering
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New Template!

RakNet

Six lectures

All over the week

Homework rule

Grading, GP2, and the written exam

Get it from N@TSchool

Will explain later

Watch your schedule

Just do it

Yes, really
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DARPA, TCP/IP started

“Internet”

USENET

ARPANET <-> CSNET

TCP/IP standardized

NSFNET

5000 networks

Birth of WWW

130 websites

2.738 websites

23.500 websites

100.000 websites

650k websites

1973

1974

1979

1981

1983

1986

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997 

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

Vincent Cerf / Bob Kahn

Created by a student of UNC

First DNS server (instead of hosts.txt)

National Science Foundation

700.000 host computers, 4M people

CERN

Transmission Control Protocol

Internet Protocol

TODAY: 250 MILLION WEBSITES



The Internet: A large amount of networks that 
communicate using a standardized protocol (TCP/IP).

IP: Internet routing protocol – Responsible for 
finding a route from one (computer on a) network to 
another (computer)

TCP: Transfer Control Protocol – Responsible for data 
integrity



Layered Network Model

Communication over the Internet uses data encapsulation and 
abstraction. This is the key to how the internet works.

Encapsulation: Every protocol uses a lower-level protocol.

Abstraction: Higher level protocols don’t care about the 
actual implementation of the lower level protocols.



Encapsulation: 

Every protocol uses a lower-level protocol.

DATAHTTPTCPIPEthernet

application 

layer

presentation

layer

host-to-host

Transport layer

internet

layer

network access

Layer

PHYSICAL

FTP

custom
UDP

ATM

serial

USB



Abstraction: 

Higher level protocols don’t care about the actual 
implementation of the lower level protocols.

TCP/IP can be implemented 

using a broad range of 

communication hardware.

Internet communication can 

be done using a broad range 

of protocols (TCP is just one 

of them).

Modem

Glassfiber

Cable modem

Serial connection

Satelite

WiFi

TCP,

UDP,

VoIP,

…many others

And: custom

Abstraction is the key to success for a network like the 

internet: It does not require standardized hardware, it can 

use any link between systems. This made world-wide 

adoption possible.

Today, it allows us to connect a wide variety of devices to 

the internet: Anything from supercomputers to handheld 

systems like the Nintendo DS…

A fully implemented communication protocol is called a 

‘stack’, e.g. the “TCP/IP stack”. This refers to the sketched 

encapsulation / abstraction model.
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“The Internet is for Games”

Games have very specific requirements for networking:

* It needs to be as fast as possible.

In many cases, we can get away with a lack of reliability, if this 
improves speed.

The layered communication model for the internet lets us do just this:

* Use reliable communication where needed

* Use fast, but unreliable communication if possible.

To switch between the two types, 
we only change the transport 

protocol (TCP or UDP): This choice 
does not affect any other layers 
of the stack – We don’t have to 

worry about the hardware.

DATAHTTPTCPIPEthernet



Reliable vs Unreliable

Stream sockets (TCP): Used by Telnet and HTTP.

Data is guaranteed to arrive (eventually) in the correct 
order and without errors.

Datagrams (UDP): Used by FTP and many games.

Data (usually) arrives without errors, but not in a 
guaranteed order. Delivery is not guaranteed.
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For next week, study the following:

1. bgnet_A4.pdf, section 2.2 and chapter 3

2. http://www.gamedev.net/reference/articles/article1138.asp

3. Install RakNet and use the manuals to build a minimal graphical

app that communicates.

http://www.gamedev.net/reference/articles/article1138.asp

